Religion

Daily morning prayer.
(Prayer Intentions & School Values)
Breaking down the Lord's Prayer and looking for specific meaning of each part.
Prayer writing using 'The Prayer Formula.'

Maths

Signpost Mental Maths
Fast Facts (Times Table)
Mid Term Test (Place Value, Mental Strategies, Prime & Composite Numbers, Length & Area)
Interpreting Side by Side Column Graphs

English

Spelling - Students receive new words.
Adverbs to improve quality of sentences.
Shared Reading & Guided Reading
Writing - Biography Good Copy Due (Wednesday - In Class Completion)
Begin looking at the language features of a 'Discussion.'

History

Looking at Henry Parkes Tenterfield Speech promoting Federation.
Looking at the Corowa Conference in the lead up to Federation.

Geography

Absolute Location - Latitude & Longitude
Students will create their own map using the mapping conventions looked at in class (Assessment Item)